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Introduction
The complexity of volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) requires considerable linear 
accelerator (linac) component analysis and verification to guarantee the integrity of treatment 
plan quality and treatment delivery accuracy. The treatment is executed using a non-static arc 
with dynamic dose rate and aperture variation allowing significant normal tissue dose sparing 
while maintaining tumour coverage, with the added advantage of a greatly reduced treatment 
time.1,2 Volumetric modulated arc therapy and intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), the 
precursor to VMAT, offer several advantages over conventional radiotherapy treatment and 
have been promulgated as a standard of care for a large selection of cancer treatment sites. 3,4,5,6 
However, to maintain treatment integrity, adequate emphasis should be placed on the 
execution and interpretation of quality assurance (QA) to be aligned with clinical and technical 
requirements.

Although component malfunctions and deviations from planned treatment positions or values 
may occur, VMAT delivery with linacs from various manufacturers has been found to be 
dosimetrically accurate.7,8,9 To identify treatment delivery errors, deviations or miscalibrations of 
linac components, patient-specific QA via dosimetric plan verification and dose recalculation10,11,12 
generally follows the acceptance of a clinical treatment plan. These can be performed with a wide 
range of dosimetry systems, ranging from radiation detector arrays 13,14,15 to linac logfiles.16,17

Background: Volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) is the standard of care for many 
clinical indications, but should only be considered with proper technical support and quality 
assurance (QA) in place. Despite the high accuracy of VMAT systems, errors can be present 
and adequate verification is required. Dosimetric VMAT verification systems have a broadly 
similar analysis philosophy. However, many factors influence the analyses and the subsequent 
QA outcome, based on which the plan will pass or fail.

Aim: This study investigated various factors that influence the dosimetric impact and 
detectability of known linac component deviations on VMAT QA, including geometries, tissue 
densities, gamma criteria and dose–volume differences.

Setting: Universitas Hospital (Annex), Bloemfontein, South Africa.

Methods: Deliberate multi-leaf collimator (MLC)-bank offsets were introduced on four 
different VMAT plans of the prostate, nasopharynx and brain. Measured reference dose sets 
were compared to measured QA results, using the IBA Dolphin© detector and Compass© 
software for three dosimetric scenarios. Gamma pass rates over a range of criteria from 1%/2-
mm to 4%/4-mm in the total volumes and per structure, as well as dose–volume differences 
were studied.

Results: Gamma tests in the total patient/phantom did not sufficiently detect errors. The 
calculation media did not influence the QA outcome greatly. However, the detection geometry 
affected the results. Per structure gamma analyses provided superior error detection, although 
still missed some clinically relevant differences. The addition of dose–volume analyses 
highlighted several important errors.

Conclusion: Volumetric modulated arc therapy using only total volume gamma analyses can 
easily overlook clinically relevant errors. The choice of gamma criterion is crucial. Verification 
with at least a per structure gamma test in combination with dose–volume checks is 
recommended, especially in small target volume cases.
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Irrespective of the dosimetry system, the analysis philosophy 
is to dosimetrically compare the measurement or calculation 
to the original treatment plan. Most systems employ gamma 
analyses 18 to perform this comparison of recalculated dose in 
an irradiated phantom, or recalculated in the patient 
computed tomography (CT) geometry, sometimes utilising 
each treatment plan structure as a region-of-interest (ROI). 
Gamma values can be calculated in either 2D (planar) or 3D, 
which may yield different results.19 Such results can be 
influenced by the user’s settings, for example the choice of 
low dose thresholds, dose-difference (DD) and distance- 
to-agreement (DTA) criteria. Depending on the dosimetry 
system, other available metrics include 2D dose differences 
and 3D dose–volume histogram (DVH) comparisons.

Depending on various input settings, inherent features, as 
well as the data sets, the analysis methods may lead to 
subjective results. Based on these results, the user must 
employ pass or fail criteria and action levels to decide if a 
plan will be acceptable for treatment execution or not. We 
investigated several analyses metrics, phantom geometries 
and dosimetry settings often used for VMAT QA to study 
the dosimetric impact and detectability of known 
linac component deviations, in particular the multi-leaf 
collimator (MLC).

Methods
Systematic deviations, such as miscalibration, or random 
deviations of the MLC from planned positions and 
movements, lead to errors in patient dose. Although 
deviations of other linac components also occur, the 
dosimetric impact of MLC miscalibrations are significantly 
larger.20,21 To evaluate and compare typical treatment 
verification metrics, complete MLC-bank offsets were 
introduced into existing VMAT plans to represent a range of 
MLC miscalibrations. The composite effect of the inherent 
random linac deviations and the introduced systematic 
errors thus produced measurable dosimetric differences. 
Patient-specific verification was subsequently performed 
with the IBA™ Dolphin© transmission detector and 
Compass© software package (v2018, IBA Dosimetry GmbH, 
Schwarzenbruck, Germany).

Planning and patient data
Clinical VMAT plans for three anatomical sites were included 
in this study: prostate, nasopharynx and brain. Treatment 
plans were created for the Elekta™ Synergy linac with 
Agility© MLC (80 leaf pairs, 5 mm wide with positioning 
resolution of 0.1 mm), using the Monaco© Treatment 
Planning System (TPS) (v5.11, Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). 

The prostate and nasopharynx plans consisted of a 10 MV 
single beam dual-arc rotation, while the two brain-lesion 
treatment plans consisted of four 6 MV non-coplanar arcs at 
couch angles of 90˚, 45˚, 0˚ and 315˚. The prostate plan was a 
hypo-fractionated treatment with an integrated boost, while 
the nasopharynx plan was a conventional treatment with a 
high degree of modulation. The brain plans involved small 
target volumes with very steep dose gradients. Therefore, the 
selection of plans covered a range of treatment sites, 
fractionation schemes and dose gradients. The details, 
including the target volume of the lesions or planning target 
volume (PTV), fractionation and total dose, are summarised 
in Table 1.

Multi-leaf collimator miscalibrations of various magnitudes 
were introduced into each of the four plans, thus leading to 
plans with intentional MLC-bank offsets. This was performed 
using an in-house software package developed in IDL© 
(v8.7, Harris Geospatial Solutions, Inc.). The program reads 
the initial DICOM RT plan and applies the desired offset to 
each leaf pair in the open part of the segment (i.e. not the leaf 
pairs under the Jaws), for each control point. The introduced 
MLC-bank offsets were applied for both a larger aperture 
(LA) and smaller aperture (SA), with magnitudes of 1.0 mm, 
0.5 mm and 0.2 mm for prostate, nasopharynx and the brain 
stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT). The brain stereotactic 
radiosurgery (SRS) plan had only 0.5 mm and 0.2 mm offsets, 
since larger offsets are unacceptable for SRS treatments. The 
original clinical treatment plans were used as reference data 
sets, leading to a total of 26 VMAT plans to be analysed.

Plan verification measurements
Treatment plan verification measurements were performed 
with the IBA™ Dolphin© transmission detector, a 2D array 
of ionisation chambers used for pre-treatment QA or during 
actual treatment.15,22 The Dolphin© is attached securely to the 
linac head and consists of 1513 air-vented plain parallel 
ionisation chambers covering a full 40 × 40 cm2 field size. 
Each chamber has a diameter of 3.2 mm and a height of 
2.0 mm, with a volume of 0.016 cm3. The detectors have a 
5.0 mm spacing in the high-resolution central area, extending 
on the central axes and diagonally, with a lower resolution in 
the outer section.

Treatment plans, original and modified, were exported in 
DICOM format to the linac via the Mosaiq© record-and-verify 
(R&V) system and measured on the same day in succession. 
Apart from well-known small random deviations in linac 
components,23 this ensured that the differences detected 
would be from the introduced MLC-bank offsets.

TABLE 1: Plan details of cases investigated
Site Target volume Energy Beam arrangement Treatment fractions Total dose

Prostate 176.09 cm3 10 MV 360° dual arc 20 60 Gy
Nasopharynx 313.09 cm3 10 MV 360° dual arc 33 70 Gy
Brain SRT 13.24 cm3 6 MV Four non-coplanar single arcs 5 35 Gy
Brain SRS 2.08 cm3 6 MV Four non-coplanar single arcs 1 18 Gy

SRT, stereotactic radiotherapy; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery
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Measurements and subsequent QA analyses were performed 
using the Compass© software, which utilises a convolution 
superposition algorithm for dose recalculation. The Dolphin© 
samples fluence measurements at a rate of 5 Hz during the 
treatment delivery. In Compass© these samples represent the 
fluence for each segment from the treatment plan followed 
by dose recalculation on the planning CT data set. The 
DICOM structure set containing the contour data of 
anatomical structures was available for analyses as well. The 
dose was calculated on a 2.0 × 2.0 × 3.0 mm grid. All results 
compare the MLC-bank offsets to the original measured 
plans, and therefore the effects of TPS/Compass beam 
models and calculation algorithms were avoided.

Dosimetric scenarios
The measured data was used in three different scenarios to 
investigate different dosimetric aspects. The first scenario 
involves dose comparisons in a cylindrical phantom filled 
with water, denoted as Cylw. The phantom had a diameter of 
32 cm and a length of 34 cm and was CT-scanned and 
imported to Compass, with all densities inside the phantom 
set to water. This scenario only included a ROI for the 
complete phantom outline. In the second scenario, the dose 
comparisons were performed on the actual patient planning 
CT, including all structures, while still overriding all the 
densities with water (Ptw). Thus, the actual patient geometry 
effects and availability of analyses in clinical structures were 
explored while maintaining the densities as in the phantom. 
Lastly, the patient geometry was used with the actual electron 
densities of all media, Ptm, which is the closest to the real 
patient’s treatment. The measurements were applied 
separately to each scenario, and the dose subsequently 
reconstructed. In each scenario, the reconstructed dose from 
the measurements was compared to the reference dose also 
recalculated in the same conditions.

Data analyses
The Compass© software was used for all the QA analyses. 
The software uses a global gamma calculation method in 
3D. All plans were evaluated with 12 different gamma 
criteria settings by using combinations of a DD of 
1/2/3/4% and DTA of 2/3/4 mm. Dose normalisation was 
set to the maximum dose of the reference set, and a low 
dose exclusion threshold of 10% of the maximum dose was 
applied throughout for the gamma calculations. Gamma 
pass rates, which are calculated from the percentage of 
points in the evaluated region with a gamma value below 
1, were determined and reported. Gamma analyses were 
performed in the total patient/phantom for the Cylw, Ptw 
and Ptm scenarios. For both the patient geometry scenarios, 
gamma analyses were also performed for each target and 
organ ROI.

Various DVH metric differences for all ROIs were analysed in 
the patient geometry scenarios. The DVH metrics chosen are 
taken from our clinical protocol aims and QUANTEC 
recommendations.24 The DVH metrics that were investigated 

are given in Table 2, and include the mean dose (Dmean) for all 
ROIs, minimum dose to 98% of the target volume (D98) as 
well as the near-maximum dose (D2). DVH metrics for the 
organs-at-risk (OARs) include the dose to specific volumes 
(shown as the volume V to which a dose of x Gy is given, Vx), 
and the highest dose to 1 cm3 (D1cc).

Action levels and significant dose differences
To evaluate the gamma pass rate, results were grouped to 
show either above 95% (a pass result), above 88% (marginal 
failure) or values lower than 88% (failure). This is in 
accordance with the American Association of Physicists in 
Medicine (AAPM) Task Group 119 and Palta et al.25,26 
Setting a specific pass/fail limit on DVH-based differences 
requires further qualitative interpretation. These should 
include the radiobiology of fractionation, organ 
architecture and population averaging effects, as well as 
clinical endpoints and are discussed elsewhere.27 Although 
it has been suggested that uncertainties in absorbed dose 
delivery could be in the order of 3.5% – 7.0% depending on 
the complexity of the treatment,28,29 we considered values 
below 5% to fall within the range of the uncertainties 
expected and values greater than 5% to be clinically 
relevant. We present DVH differences in levels of less than 
5%, 5% – 10% and 10% – 20%.

Ethical considerations
Ethical approval was obtained from the University of the 
Free State (reference number: UFS-HSD2016/1424).

Results
Gamma pass rates for only selected gamma criteria 
choices of 1%/2-mm, 2%/2-mm and 3%/3-mm are given 
here for the sake of clarity and are considered to be the 
most relevant results. The interpretation and discussion 
pertain to the complete set of findings. The full set, 
showing all analysed criteria, can be provided by the 
authors upon request.

TABLE 2: Dose–volume histogram metrics investigated
Variable Organ Metric

Prostate Seminal Vesicles, Prostate Dmean, D98

PTV 1 (60 Gy) Dmean, D98, D2

Bladder, Small Bowel, Rectum Dmean, V45, V50, V65, D1cc

Nasopharynx PTV 1 (70 Gy) Dmean, D98, D2

PTV 2 (59.4 Gy) Dmean, D98

Brainstem Dmean, V54, V60, D1cc

Spine Dmean, V45, V50, D1cc

Brain SRT Nidus Dmean, D98

PTV (35 Gy) Dmean, D98, D2

Brainstem, Optic chiasm, Optic 
nerve, Lens

Dmean, D1cc

Brain V10,V12, Dmean, D1cc

Brain SRS Nidus (18 Gy) Dmean, D98, D2

Brainstem Dmean, D1cc

Brain V10,V12, Dmean, D1cc

PTV, planned target volume; SRT, stereotactic radiotherapy; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery; 
Vx, volume receiving a dose of x Gy.
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Total volume comparison
Gamma pass rates calculated in the total phantom or patient 
volume for the different dosimetric scenarios are shown in 
Figure 1, for all MLC-bank offsets introduced. A colour scale 
is used to indicate the range of pass rates, while the actual 
pass rate is displayed as percentage numerically. Blue colour 
represents the pass rate above 95% and indicates an acceptable 
QA outcome, while red indicates a fail result. Pass rates 
between 88 and 95% are shown as light blue and could still be 
acceptable, but mandate further investigation.

Differences in calculated gamma pass rates between the 
three dosimetric scenarios show a higher sensitivity to dose 
differences in the cylindrical phantom than the patient 
geometries. The patient geometry scenarios have very 
similar results. Gamma criteria less strict than 2%/2-mm 

show little sensitivity to the errors introduced here. Pass 
rates below 95% were only found in the 1.0 mm MLC-bank 
offset cases. This might be related to the geometric 
differences between the phantom and the patient. An 
example of the gamma maps where the pass rate is below 
95% is shown in Figure 2 for the nasopharynx case with 
1.0 mm MLC-bank offsets for the different dosimetric 
scenarios and a gamma criterion of 1%/2-mm. The 
evaluated volumes, that is, volume with dose values above 
the low dose threshold used for gamma calculation, are also 
shown below each scenario.

In this case, the evaluated volumes in the phantom scenario 
were much larger than the patient geometry. The effect of this 
on the gamma calculation and subsequently the gamma pass 
rate can be seen in these figures.

< 1
> 1

< 1
> 1

< 1
> 1a b c

V = 19 870 cm3 V = 9 160 cm3 V = 9 160 cm3

FIGURE 2: Gamma maps and evaluated volumes for nasopharynx case with 1.0 mm larger aperture multi-leaf collimator-bank offset with a 1%/2-mm criterion for (a) Cylw, 
(b) Ptw and (c) Ptm scenarios
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FIGURE 1: Gamma pass rates in total calculation geometry for each clinical case with all multi-leaf collimator-bank offsets.
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Region-of-interest comparison
Water versus medium
Gamma pass rates calculated for each ROI in the patient 
geometry with water densities applied (Ptw) yielded very 
similar results to the scenario with the actual densities of the 
medium (Ptm). The gamma pass rates in the Ptw scenario were 
within 3% of Ptm results in 98% of all evaluated values, with 
the Ptw pass rates either equal to or marginally higher than 
the Ptm pass rates for the same ROI. This was found even in 
the nasopharynx case where nasal cavities with very 
heterogeneous media are found. Only the Ptm scenario will, 
therefore, be discussed in further detail, but the same 
conclusions can be made where densities are set to water.

Ptm analyses
Region-of-interest gamma pass rates for all the planned sites 
are shown in Figure 3 for the different MLC-bank offsets 
introduced, with the DVH differences indicated in the same 
figure. The gamma pass rate colour scale is similar to the 

previous section. The DVH differences are presented with a 
different scale, but with the same colours as the gamma pass 
rates, to aid in the interpretation and interrelating of the 
results. Dose–volume histogram differences below 5% are 
indicated in blue, differences of 5% – 10% which can become 
clinically relevant are shown in light blue, and the large 
differences with values between 10% and 20% are shown in 
red. Only absolute differences are used; therefore, DVH 
differences in the LA results are of values lower than the 
reference, while in the SA results the differences are higher 
than the reference.

In the prostate and nasopharynx cases, the gamma pass rates 
per ROI fail in many of the targets and OARs for the 0.5 mm 
and 1.0 mm MLC-bank offsets for the stricter gamma criteria. 
The DVH differences are in agreement with this. In the 
nasopharynx case, where some organ architecture types are 
serial, larger DVH differences occur than in the prostate plan 
with organs with a parallel architecture. In the brain cases, 
gamma pass rates below 95% are only seen in the 1.0 mm SA 

Dose–volume histogram, DVH; LA, larger aperture; PTV, planning target volume; SA, smaller aperture; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery; SRT, stereotactic radiotherapy.

FIGURE 3: Gamma pass rates and dose–volume histogram differences per region-of-interest for all plans investigated, with different colour scales for gamma and dose–
volume histogram as indicated in the legend
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offset on the SRT plan, while dose differences above 5% are 
found in both SA and LA offsets, starting at offset values of 
0.5 mm. Large DVH differences are seen for the brainstem 
and brain ROIs, which are not identified with the gamma 
pass rate results. Gamma tests in both brain cases detect 
virtually no errors, while DVH data show significant 
differences at V10 and V12.

The DVH of the OAR ROIs and gamma maps for selected 
MLC-bank offsets in the prostate and brain SRT plans are 
shown in Figure 4.

The DVHs for the targets and OARs (e.g. rectum and optic 
chiasm) are shifted by more than 3%, but also differ in slope, 
whereas differences in the bladder, small bowel and 
brainstem are very small. Due to the proximity of the optic 
chiasm and brainstem to the target volume, dose differences 
above 5% are present but not identified by gamma because of 
a small number of voxels (small distance) being affected. 
Gamma maps display virtually no failing points in these 
volumes.

Discussion
Volumetric modulated arc therapy QA results for different 
treatment sites and MLC-bank offsets were compared to the 
original dose distributions and dose differences evaluated. 

Other types of linac component errors are known to occur; 
MLC-bank offsets were used in this study to create 
measurable dosimetric differences. Measured reference dose 
sets were compared to measured QA results, and thus two 
recalculated data sets were compared. In effect, any potential 
dose calculation algorithm bias is eliminated as the same 
algorithm was used in all cases. This methodology highlights 
the sensitivity of the evaluation tools. Gamma analyses for 
the total calculation geometry or per ROI as well as DVH 
metrics were studied for different dosimetric scenarios.

Only a few treatment sites that have been treated at our 
clinic were considered and are in general representative of 
many other similar sites. Therefore, we anticipate that our 
results are generally applicable elsewhere. The total 
calculation geometry gamma tests investigated on the 
treatment sites of this study proved to be insensitive to the 
introduced errors unless a criterion with at most a DD of 1% 
was used. A pass rate below 95% was observed only in 
MLC-bank offsets of 1.0 mm with a gamma criterion stricter 
than 1%/3-mm, and thus QA results using the gamma test 
alone on the complete geometries would have incorrectly 
passed nearly all plans. Recommended gamma criteria are 
much more lenient than these.

In the brain cases, where the target volumes are very small 
and extremely high doses may be delivered in a small number 

PTV, planning target volume.

FIGURE 4: Dose–volume histogram (left) and gamma maps (right) for the 0.5 mm larger aperture case for (a) prostate and (b) brain stereotactic radiotherapy.
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of treatment fractions, the gamma test provided no indication 
whatsoever of errors even when using the strictest gamma 
criterion. The use of a total phantom or patient gamma test 
alone should, therefore, be used with caution. The choice of 
minimum dose threshold in combination with gamma 
criterion should be carefully considered to ensure that errors 
are not overlooked.

In all dosimetric scenarios, the cylindrical phantom gamma 
test showed a higher sensitivity to the errors than the patient 
geometries. The irradiated volume over which the gamma 
was calculated may be the largest contributor to this 
difference. In the nasopharynx case, the same dose was 
distributed in a smaller volume in the patient geometry than 
the phantom (see Figure 2), and therefore the dose distribution 
is smeared out more in the larger volume. This leads to more 
voxels considered in the gamma calculation and subsequently 
a different ratio of pass or fail voxels. The relative volume 
difference between the patient and phantom geometries may 
potentially influence the final verification results. Phantoms 
usually have larger volumes than the actual patient geometry, 
and therefore phantom-based QA can mask real differences 
to some extent. Using a stricter distance parameter in the 
gamma test may be necessary, or higher required pass rates. 
Nonetheless, using the gamma over a total volume alone is 
not recommended.

Using the patient geometry with uniform water density may 
be beneficial when considering the limitations of dose 
calculation algorithms or models. We could not identify any 
significant differences in the evaluated results compared to 
the scenario with actual densities. Therefore, the advantage 
of using actual densities does not relate to QA analyses, but 
rather allows determination of the actual patient dose 
distribution.

The gamma tests performed on the patient geometries where 
ROIs could be used provided superior error detection ability. 
A criterion of 2%/2-mm already indicated dosimetric 
differences with 0.5 mm MLC offsets in some OARs for the 
prostate and nasopharynx cases. In none of the 0.2 mm MLC 
offset cases were any differences found, which is expected 
since these errors are small. Also, none of the introduced 
offsets led to a significant change in target doses. In the brain 
cases, however, the gamma again showed virtually no errors 
for either the 0.2 mm or 0.5 mm MLC-bank offsets. Only the 
1.0 mm SA MLC offset case when using a gamma criterion 
with DD of 1% indicated a pass rate below 95% on the target 
structures. At the same time, the DVH metrics indicate 
substantial differences in almost all 1.0 mm MLC-bank offset 
cases in at least one of the OARs. This is critically important 
when considering, for example, the V10 and V12 normal brain 
volumes. Differences in the order of 5% – 10% were found in 
some of the 0.5 mm MLC-bank offsets already and should be 
cause for investigation to determine the magnitude of the 
clinical effect this would have. An increase in the V12 could 
lead to a significantly increased probability of cyst formation 
when normal brain tolerance volumes are violated. 
The detector used here was not ideally suited for SRS, but has 

been found in our experience to detect small differences very 
accurately. However, as the detector was constant for all 
cases, the results can be consistently interpreted.

The DVH metrics and gamma analyses per ROI agreed very 
well in the OARs in the prostate case, as well as for the 
nasopharynx when a gamma criterion of 2%/2-mm or stricter 
was used. This is similar to the suggestions of Sdrolia et al.30 
and Heileman et al.21. The contrary, however, can also be said: 
gamma tests with criterion less strict than 2%/2-mm 
overlooked errors that are detected in the DVH differences. 
This can have a major impact in cases where serial organs, 
such as the spine or brainstem, are very sensitive to maximum 
dose violations. In the brain cases, DVH differences were 
seen for structures where the gamma pass rates are above 
95%, regardless of the criterion used. Other studies have 
investigated the relationship between gamma pass rate and 
DVH differences, and the overall conclusion has been that 
the correlation is poor.31,32,33,34 In our study, the range of 
gamma criteria evaluated overall as well as per ROI and 
including DVH parameters provides a comprehensive 
overview of these QA metrics and their limitations.

There have been many studies on the appropriate 
acceptance/action levels for gamma analyses. The findings 
of the AAPM Task Group 119 on IMRT dosimetry, in 
accordance with the conclusions of Palta et al., suggests an 
action level at 88% – 90% gamma pass rate for a 3%/3-mm 
criterion.25,26 Nelms and Simon found that many institutions 
assumed that a 95% pass rate was acceptable.35 A recent 
study assessed radiobiological metrics used in prostate 
VMAT QA, in which generalised Equivalent Uniform Dose, 
Normal Tissue Complication Probability and Tumour 
Control Probability calculations were performed for the 
AAPM TG-116 test cases.36 Therein was highlighted that the 
characteristics of the PTV or OAR as well as its location can 
have an impact on setting tolerance levels. We strongly 
support the suggestion by Cozzolino et al.37 that at least the 
gamma pass rate per structure should be analysed when 
evaluating VMAT QA results.

The recommended gamma criterion of 3%/3-mm was found 
in this study to be relatively insensitive to non-negligible 
dose errors, and therefore proper verification requires the 
inclusion of supplementary DVH-analyses. Whereas MLC-
bank miscalibration, or for that matter any other linac 
component deviations, may be identified with conventional 
QA procedures, dosimetric deviations from the intended 
treatment are not easily identified when using gamma 
analyses only.

Conclusion
The use of the gamma test to evaluate QA results using only 
a total geometry comparison should be used with caution 
and could easily overlook significant dosimetric deviations. 
Region-of-interest specific gamma comparison provides a 
more effective solution to finding differences with potential 
clinical relevance. Treatment sites with small volumes, like in 
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SRT/SRS, should place a higher emphasis on DVH difference 
analyses than gamma tests. The choice of appropriate gamma 
criterion for evaluation is an important consideration and 
should be carried out carefully. Even a 3%/3-mm gamma 
criterion is insensitive to dosimetric differences, with 
potential clinical impact. Dose–volume histogram metric 
analyses in combination with appropriate ROI gamma tests 
can greatly improve error detection and should be the 
standard approach to VMAT plan verification.
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